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Customers want Envision® Composite Lumber.  
Construct a display deck indoors or out to create 
the experience your customers are after.  

DISPLAY DECKS

DISTINCTION |  Shaded AuburnDISTINCTION |  Spiced Teak

DISTINCTION |  Rustic Walnut



DISPLAY DECKS

*Construct in  long runs of a single color and ensure deck is easily
accessible.

*Create an outdoor living atmosphere by adding décor such as
furniture, grill, or accent pieces.

*Utilize Envision® banners and signs (shown below).

*Utilize selection guides (shown below) as a tool for your sales team to explain Envision® and
EverGrain® collections to customers.

*Use color tags to label colors used  on display.

Follow these best practices to ensure your Envision® display deck 
has the most impact. 

DISTINCTION |  Spiced Teak

Selection Guide

Sample Display Deck

Showroom sign printed on UV               
resistant material for outdoor use.

Vinyl Fence Banner
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MARKETING MATERIALS

VERTICAL BANNER
Using included X-frame hardware, install the banner inside 
your showroom to capture attention of customers. The 
banner is most effective when installed near the entrance. 

®

Where beautiful
THINGS HAPPENTM

Before making your purchase, view several full length boards. Representation of these colors is as accurate as modern technology will permit. As with any 
composite product, color variations will occur. Colors will usually weather to a lighter shade within the first several months of exposure to the environment. 

Color selection may vary across profiles.

Distinction® Rustic Walnut

EnvisionDecking.com

Distinction® Rustic Walnut

BEAUTY BOARD
A two sided, light weight board showcasing 
Envision® and EverGrain® composite          
decking.  With images of each decking collec-
tion installed, the tool beautifully  illustrates 
the specially blended color and unique grain 
only available with Envision® and EverGrain®   
Composite Lumber. 

SELECTION CENTER
Headers and large image are 
reversible to fit your unique 
customer base.

Option A, warm tones and 
family atmosphere.

Option B, cool tones and 
modern atmosphere.

Create an effective atmosphere of Envision® for 
customers by utilizing these available marketing 
materials.



SELECTION CENTER
Headers and large image are 
reversible to fit your unique 
customer base.

Option A, warm tones and 
family atmosphere.

Option B, cool tones and 
modern atmosphere.

MARKETING MATERIALS
®

MARKETING MATERIALS

DISPLAY PACKS WITH HEADERS
The specially blended color of Envision is not captured in  a small sample piece of mate-
rial.  Installing headers on display packs provide customers a  holistic view of the unique 
beauty of Envision®.  When a customer is given a sample be sure to send them home with a 
sales sheet too as a reminder of the one of a kind beauty of Envision®.

SHOWROOM SIGN
Make customers aware 
that you are an elite retailer carrying 
Envision® and EverGrain® composite 
decking.  Made of light weight vinyl, the 
showroom sign may be framed or not and 
is most impactful when installed near the 
register or on a highly visible wall.

COLOR TAGS
Color tags are used to identify the 
collection and color used in decking 
and railing displays.

TAM-RAIL® counter displayMarquee® floor display

RAILING DISPLAYS
The floor display may be placed 
on the floor or a low shelf while 
the counter display is most 
effective on an counter top or 
mid level shelf.
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MARKETING MATERIALS

ENVISION® BROCHURE
A condensed catalog that fits in 
literature holders for the 
selection center and is a great 
addition to trade show booths.  

DECKING & RAILING FULL LINE 
CATALOG
With beautiful images of each 
collection , the catalog provides a  
comprehensive view into all  
composite decking, railing, and 
accessories available from TAMKO®.

SALES SHEETS
The perfect complement to 
sample pieces, sales sheets 
focus on a single product 
line and offer an image of 
the installed product to 
illustrate it’s unique  color 
and beauty. 

You can truly set your deck apart with the Envision Distinction® line from TAMKO. 
The Distinction line is defined by its dramatic color and bold highlights, no Envision 
Distinction® deck is the same. Each deck carries its own luxurious air and gives you a 
space to call your own. When guests see your Envision Distinction® deck from TAMKO, 
they are sure to be awestruck by its beauty and brilliance. 

DISTINCT BEAUTY

EnvisionDecking.com
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Distinction Rustic Walnut

D I S T I N CT I ON
Luxury Collection

E N V I S I O N

BE INSPIRED 
If you are looking for versatile decking that subtly evokes the natural character and warmth of real wood through 
the blending of two rich hues, Envision Inspiration® is your ideal choice. Creating the perfect atmosphere, 
Envision Inspiration® is crafted to emulate the colors and patterns of nature. 

EnvisionDecking.com
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Inspiration Tangled Twine

INSPIRATION
Signature Collection

E N V I S I O N

EXPRESS YOURSELF
If you are looking for a deck that is perfect for everyday family life, Envision Expression® is the decking 
for you. Envision Expression® boasts rich, solid colors for a distinctive profile. 

EnvisionDecking.com

®

Expression Canyon Ridge

E X P R E S S I O N
E N V I S I O N

S I M P L I C I T Y  C O L L E C T I O N
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MARKETING MATERIALS
DIGITAL PRESENCE

SALES STAFF APPAREL

ENVISION® REGISTERED CONTRACTOR PROGRAM
Direct your contractors to EnvisionDecking.com to 
register and for program details.

PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE SESSIONS
The Envision® Sales Team will ensure your team is equipped 
with the knowledge to sell.  Recommended 2x per year. 

See your TAMKO Sales Representative for cost sharing and additional information

ENVISION® 2018 
LOOP VIDEO
Enhance your show-
room experience with 
rich images of 
Envision®.  Available 
in CD or USB format. 
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DISTINCTION  |  Rustic Walnut with Spiced Teak Accents

Representation of these colors is as accurate as modern technology will permit. As with  an composite 
product, color variations will occur. View several full length boards prior  to final color selection. Colors will 
usually weather to a lighter shade within the first  several months of exposure to the environment. Color 
selection may vary across profiles.  For  product specifications and additional information visit  
EnvisionDecking.com.




